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About This Game

MAD-SECTOR

Go back the early nineties with Mad-Sector, a retro shooter that pays homage to the golden era of FPS's! Stuck within an insane
A.I's mind, you must carve your way through a twisting nest of heinous enemies, and hold yourself high above the corpses of

your captors!

WEAPONS: Six main weapons to find and use against the enemy...

LEVELS: Twenty five levels of fast paced retro FPS action spanning two episodes ...

GRAPHICS: Go old-skool with retro 2-D sprites...

GORE: Bucket loads of comical blood and gore. Just like the old days...

ENEMIES: Enough baddies to keep your trigger finger well oiled...

MUSIC: Custom Midi tunes to bop to, while bopping baddies...(composed by Tanner Helland)

DIFFICULTY: This game is HARD, but possible...
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Pros:

-Nice visuals

Cons:

-Boring gameplay.
-Quite easy, even on hard difficult setting.
-Arcade stick madcatz TE2 support is unstable.. BO3 Zombies <3 is the real reason that I love this game and Zombies
Chronicles <3. This is the only DLC for TS2019 that I would recommend buying. And that is because this route is unique from
all other DLCs. If you have always wanted a subway route or a street car line then this is the DLC for you! Besides this DLC I
only buy TSW routes. They are more engaging and honestly the performance is better.. This game is great to play alone or with
friends, I find it very fun hunting in the game because it takes a bit of skill. I also liked how you can choose what your wolf is
like (with the strength, stamina, and speed sliders). There is also going to be a huge update coming up making the game even
better than it already is, but if you don't already have the game it's going to cost more money than it does now! So because of
that I would suggest buying the game and enjoying it before the update comes out!. I honestly only bought this because I only
spent less than a dollar on the original game, which is amazing. I'm glad I did. The DLC really only adds to a game which by
itself is close to perfect. It's the perfect example of what an "expansion" could be. It adds and adds good stuff that you didn't
even know you missed in the original. Definitively recommended, especially after playing the vanilla game for a while.. Early
Access Review.....

This game feels very early and needs aton of work to get good but I am still gonna give it the thumbs up. It cost almost nothing
and it's fun enough to play for a few hours so if it looks even remotely interesting I would say give it a go.

Being an early build I am mostly grading this on potential and the fun factor of the core mechanic which I found to be
enjoyable. The core mechanic would be a merging of a tactical rougelike and a dungeon building puzzle game. If you've played
Guild of Dungeonering it's the same gimmick done a little differently (and hopefully it will be a better end product). What's
here is good...but unpolished and extremely content light....(so not really following the rules of EA as I understand them....but
then again who does?) there is potential for alot more and I hope this solid foundation will be expanded on. Would love to see
this turn into the next Desktop Dungeons.

FULL WARNING

Forgivable b/c EA but in the current state there are some negatives.....

Unbalanced
Very Basic Combat
. just bought this DLC, but I can't see it in the game. I have only blue chips vetnture available to play.
after 1h DLC appeared. This game is seriously really good. It's not often these days that you get a game that's actually _hard_
for reasons of strategy/tactics. This one is. It's great. Pay 5 bucks for it.. Tried Platformer game after long time. game is hard .
Really test your skills ..level
Design is top notch. You have to do some strategy to cross each level..

Looking forward for new levels and tweaks to this fine product
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Old Scool Games are the best kind of games. Surprisingly great game. It's admittedly quite short, I'm close to 100% and I've
only got four hours on it, however what is there is quite well made. When you run out of lives, you start from the beginning,
which isn't a big issue as the game can be beaten in under an hour. Every boss is unique and enjoyable, all the levels have their
own varied themes, and you really feel a sense of improvement within yourself during the short time you'll get out of this game..
VEry fun game. This is a gret game! Kudos to the developer. A game that i can spend hours playing, and not get bored. It was
definitely worth the money.. A boring point-and-click/hidden object. Some nice atmosphere, but could have used some more
love and a little more effort to make a potentially really scary game.. Some how I can not load save games,
and this story seems to have only one good path and a couple of bad endings.
Spend over half my game speed reading or clicking through text I have read in the past.

For a game said to be the prequel about hacking, the gameplay revolves around doing what you are told to by an insider helping
you. I thought there would be more gameplay based on hacking, or finding information that I could then use later or in second
run throughs of the game.. Adds characters from Thor

what is there not to like

and only \u00a31.59
. Plants and Zombies but with robots and no sound effects. Don't buy this game.. Back then we called it "clones", now all those
hipsters call it "inspired". Steam is getting flooded with all those fake retro "inspired" games. It get's really annoying. It's not just
this game, but others too. Yawn.. Good game, constant development. However, the Devs constantly ignore the player base,
people form regiments in order to play as a group, however this is completely ignored and unsupported by the Developers. Even
though they account for at least 50% of their active players. In short, the game is dying, do not buy until the Developers accept
their responsibilities as Developers and support their community.
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